Tobacco and Fossil Fuels Lose Out, as Investors Opt for More Ethical Industries
July 21, 2014 (AP) - More investors are moving their support from the tobacco and fossil fuel industries, in favor of more ethical and socially responsible investments.
Managed funds held in ethical and sustainable investments grew by 51% in the past 12 months to more than $25 billion, research shows.  The Responsible Investment Association Australasia says the number of investors demanding to see their money invested responsibly has grown for the 1st time in a decade, to just over 2% of all funds under management by asset managers and financial advisers.
The responsible investment sector is likely to continue growing, the association’s chief executive, Simon O'Connor, said.  “The context of this report also shows interesting times ahead for the sector at large, with many major investors currently divesting from tobacco, assessing their exposure to fossil fuels – and at the same time there is a trend towards increased consumer interest and scrutiny on the sector,” he said.
Equities funds with a focus on responsible investment have also managed to deliver healthy returns, the association said.
Australia’s huge $1.6 trillion pot of superannuation savings provides a fertile target for the investment industry.  The amount of super in the system is set to grow to $3 trillion by the end of the decade.  “Many Australians took a hit in their personal savings during the global financial crisis and are looking for future-proofed investing,” O'Connor said.  “This report is great news for Australians investing with a focus for financial security, as responsible investments have outperformed average fund returns in all categories over the last 5 and 10 years.”
Paul Smith, from Australian Ethical, said ethical investing was growing because of greater awareness and because it made more financial sense.  “Ethical investing is becoming more sophisticated, with more flexible marketing and bringing new products to reach a more socially and environmentally aware populace,” he said.  “The other thing is the shift to consumers demanding ethical investment.  They are telling us this is what they want.”  He said environmental campaigns were helping direct money away from traditional industries such as mining.
“The fight against climate change, for example, means assets such as coal might not be worth anything, although they are still counted on company balance sheets….  We invest only in companies which have positive impact – industries of [the] future such as healthcare, clean technology, and promoting global connectivity through IT providers.”
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